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Yes

Has the Foe Leader’s 
Frontier been taken?

Foe Leader moves to existing Frontier 
with least Might (replaces lowest cost 

card), then Foe ends their turn

Draw a card from the deck

Turn over the discard pile 
(without shuffling it) to 

create the new deck

Foe ends their turn 
without playing a card

Apply the discount to 
the next playable card

Play it following the instructions.
Solo: actions replace the original action.

For Events with more than one action the
player decides, but effects should always

target existing Frontiers.

Discard it

Does the Foe have
a ready Artillery card?

Attack using Artillery/Range cards following
the card instructions and prioritising:
1. Bold
2. Artillery
3. Range

Tire the Artillery/
Range card and end 

the Foe’s turn

Go to the
Unit/Character

Flow Chart

Does the Foe have a 
ready Range card?

Is the cost of  the
card equal to or

less than the Foe’s
current resources?

Is the Foe’s
deck empty?

Is it an Event?

Is it playable?

Is it a discount
Event?

Are both factions at
the final Objective?

Is the Range card in a Frontier where 
the Foe is losing the Might Battle?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Play as normal

Play into player Leader’s
Frontier if  possible

Is it an
Attachment?

Foe ends
their turn

No Is it a Character 
or Unit?

Is it a Tactics card?

No

NoYesYes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No
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Foe’s Unit / Character 
Deployment Flow Chart
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No

No

No

No

No

Yes Yes Yes

Yes

Is the Foe’s 
battlefield full?

Is the card 
 Artillery?

Is the card 
Artillery/Range?

Is the card cost higher than 
or equal to a ready non 

Artillery/Range card already in 
an existing Frontier?

Is the card cost higher than a 
ready non Artillery/Range card in 

an existing Frontier?

No

Discard the card,
Foe ends their turn

Action the card played
without Tiring (Exception: 

Artillery/Range do Tire),
Foe ends their turn

Replace the lowest ready 
cost card in the Foe’s 
battlefield, if  tied prioritise 
as follows:
1. Opposite player’s Leader 
2. Opposite player’s
 Artillery/Range cards
3. Row 1 for Range or 
 Row 3 for Artillery
4. If  tied, player’s choice

Replace the lowest cost ready 
card in the Foe’s battlefield 

with the new card.
Cavalry cards will prioritise 
replacing cards in Row 3.
If  stll tied, player chooses 

which to replace.Place in the first available space in the same 
existing Frontier (where possible avoid 
Frontiers with player’s Bold or 
Artillery cards):

No

1. With the most player Units
2. As player’s Leader
3. As player’s Range cards
4. Otherwise follow normal placement order

Place in the first available space in the same 
existing Frontier:
1. As player’s Leader
2. As player’s Artillery/Range cards
3. Otherwise follow normal placement order

1. As player’s Artillery cards
2. Otherwise follow normal placement order

Place following 
normal 

placement order

Yes

Is the card 
Range? Yes

Is the card 
Bold? Yes

Remember:
1. Artillery/Range cards are never replaced by higher cost cards

2. Cards are only placed at existing Frontiers

3. If  the Foe can’t place a card in the battlefield they end their turn without playing a card
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Place in the first available space in the same 
existing Frontier:


